Abstract. Let L be a self adjoint operator with a closed range in a Hubert space H and let i£ be a differentiable convex function on H. Under a nonresonance assumption, we prove that the range of L + dip is dense in H.
0< hm ff< hm m<l
If (0) is satisfied, under the supplementary assumption that the right inverse of L is compact, L + d\p is onto (see [4] which extends some results of [2] ). In the present paper we prove that (0) implies that the range of L + 3^ is dense in 77. We use the dual least action principle of Clarke and Ekeland [3] and the variational principle of Ekeland [6] . The abstract result is applied to periodic solutions of a nonlinear wave equation with a nonmonotone nonlinearity. ßl-f -c<xp(u)<y^ +c.
The function tp* is the Fenchel transform of >//. The present formulation of the "dual action" <p was introduced in [1] for hyperbolic problems and in [7] for hamiltonian systems. See [4] and [8] for other abstract formulations. The following lemma has been widely used in the study of hamiltonian systems (see [7] ). If ij,0, we obtain -(Kv,h) <8+xp*(v,h) + 8\h\. Theorem 2. Assume that there exist ß,y,cER such that 0 < ß < y < 1 and, for every u E R, 0y -c < j(u) < y-y + c, assume further that dj is Lipschitzian, then (2) Au-u + 3t|/(«) = / is solvable for f in a dense subset of 77.
Proof. It suffices to apply Theorem 1 with L = A -I and a = 1. □ Remark. Theorem 2 applies for example to "«-"**-4M + ! sin u -/('> *)•
